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Bus Loads of Leads 
How to create a simple freebie to attract people to your offers! 

Having a go-to freebie to give away is one of the best ways to attract leads WITHOUT PAYING for ads! 
I’m going to show you how to create a freebie and attract leads. 
 

1. Identify The Problems 
a. What’s a problem do you solve for your clients? Write down 5 different ways your 

avatar has tried solving this problem in the past. (Need help? Apply for ELITE and we 
will help you build out your entire marketing plan.) 

b. Example: I’m a realtor that helps young families find a bigger home. The problem is 
that they don’t have enough space in their current home. A few ways they’ve tried 
to solve this… Storage units, storage bins, home organization, garage sales, de-
cluttering techniques. 

2. Create Your Resource 
a. Determine the best resource you can create for them. A resource that helps solve 

one of those problems you listed! 
i. A resource guide- List 3-5 resources that would help them out! I like to mix 

it up- a book, a podcast, an influencer link, etc. 
ii. A to-do list- Offer 5 tips for your avatar that can help them solve that 

problem. Keep it simple! 
b. Example: Here are 5 quick tips to organize your home! Go buy 4 medium cardboard 

boxes. Label each one differently- donate, delete, use, and sell. Go through your 
closet and one-by-one put each item into one box. 

3. Promote 
a. Join several Facebook groups on the topics you came up with. 
b. Create a simple post letting people know you have a freebie for them! 
c. DM interested people a link to a landing page where they can type in their email to 

receive your freebie. 
4. Consistency 

a. Not every post lands leads. Be patient. Change up your post. Post in different 
groups. And eventually do what I do, hire somebody else to do this for you. 

 

If you want to create your own freebie but don’t want to deal with the formatting, join Excel 

University and you can download a freebie template just like this. Plug and play! 
 
Listen, I’m happy to help you attract a ton of leads without paying for ads! I’ve made thousands of 
dollars by giving away freebies like this! The below topics are my favorite things to help people with… 

• How to set up your Instagram page to attract leads! 

• How to create an email automation that builds trust and gets sales! 

• How to find people who will gladly pay for your services! 
 

WANT MORE RESOURCES LIKE THIS??? 
I share EVERYTHING I know about how to make more money in your business! 

• Access all of our training videos and helpful files like this one! Excel University! 

• JOIN the online training events, accountability partnerships, etc.! ELITE Family! 
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